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FINANCIAL STRATEGIES
Smart use of fiscal planning & action

You may recall that although IRR and 
NPV have different definitions, they 
can be considered “kissing cousins.” A 
formal definition of IRR is the percent-
age rate earned on each dollar invested 
for each period it is invested. The formal 
definition of NPV is the present value 
of the future cash flows netted against 
the initial investment. In “Alec speak,” 
IRR tells you how much the property 
will yield while NPV tells you how much 
more or less that you need to pay in order 
to hit the target yield. These measures 
are useful tools and we have used IRR 
and NPV for a variety of investment real 
estate analysis over the years. But this 
application is slightly different – we are 
not comparing one investment property 
against another but rather two different 
scenarios associated with the same prop-
erty. This analysis is a bit complex so we 
will tackle it over two months. We will 
set up the model this month, while next 
month we will discuss the actual analysis 

utilizing our financial measures of NPV 
and IRR.

To help facilitate this, let’s consider 
an example. Suppose that we own a 
20,000-square-foot office building that 
is fully leased to a single tenant. The 
property was built for the current tenant 
15 years ago, the original lease term was 
15 years with no options and the original 
loan on the property matched the lease 
term, so it will be fully paid off when the 
tenant expires. The tenant’s lease is to 
be expiring in six months but they have 
already proposed to renew their lease 
under the following terms: $8 per square 
foot net rent with 1% annual increases 
for another 15 years and they will take 
care of any costs associated with cosmet-
ics upgrades. 

However, the immediate submarket in 
which the property is located has experi-
ence steady growth, bolstered by limited 
opportunities for new development. 
Because of this, we think that there is a 

Bird in the Hand

There are many decisions that real estate investors have to make 
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property with the goal of attracting a higher rent versus continuing 
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an effective way to compare these two scenarios by using a couple 
of familiar financial tools – internal rate of return (IRR) and Net 
Present Value (NPV).
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clear opportunity to upgrade the build-
ing to a multi-tenant facility and achieve 
a higher rental rate. Competing build-
ings are achieving net rents averaging 
$12 per square foot and increasing by 1% 
each year. However, the cost to convert 
and upgrade the property is estimated 
to be $45 per square foot and we antici-
pate that the lease-up will occur over a 
24-month period, with 30% occupancy 
anticipated the first year and 60% occu-
pancy anticipated the second year. The 
market vacancy rate is currently 10% 
and this is expected to hold over the 
anticipated holding period. 

There are three additional factors to 
consider. First, we have a solid relation-
ship with a lender that is willing to either 
refinance the property if the tenant 
renews or provide us with financing to 
complete the renovations if we elect to 
convert the property to a multi-tenant 
building. In either instance, the lender 
will use a debt service coverage ratio 
(DSCR) of 1.2 and use the first year rent 
if the tenant renews or the stabilized rent 
in year three if the property is converted. 
The associated interest rate would be 
5% and the amortization period would 
be 20 years. Second, we are considering 
a 10-year hold period and capitalize the 
year 11 net operating income (NOI) at 
10% in order to determine our future 
sale price. And third, we have a targeted 
yield of 15%. 

The first step in this analysis is to deter-
mine the series of cash flows and resultant 
future value. However, as a part of this, 
we need to determine the associated loan 
amount, using a DSCR of 1.2. For the 
“as-is” scenario, the first year net operat-
ing income would simply be the year one 
rental rate. We are not considering a 
vacancy loss, as this single-tenant build-
ing will be either fully occupied or fully 
vacant and we are assuming the former. 
Using the rest of the assumptions above, 
our anticipated refinancing proceeds for 
this scenario would be $1,683,000 – the 
year one NOI of $160,000 has a maxi-
mum annual debt service of $133,333 
or $11,111 per month. The NOI will 
increase 1% each year, pursuant to the 
proposed lease terms, and we will capital-
ize the year 11 NOI by 10% in order to 
determine the future value. Finally, since 
we would be refinancing the property 
based on the year one NOI, we need to 
recognize the proceeds at the initial time 
period as well as the ongoing annual debt 

service throughout the course of the hold 
period and loan payoff at the end of the 
holding period. The t-bar associated with 
this scenario is shown in Figure 1 (above).  

The “renovate” scenario is a little more 
involved. While the anticipated rental 
rate is higher, it will take 24 months to 
reach a stabilized occupancy and we will 
only realize 30% of the total anticipated 

NOI the first year and 60% the second 
year. We also need to consider the reno-
vation costs, which we will be collectively 
recognized at beginning of the analysis. 
And we have a refinancing event to con-
sider, with part of the proceeds being used 
to pay for the renovation and any excess 
recognized as proceeds. The loan amount 
is determined by using the stabilized year 
three NOI, which includes the market 

vacancy rate since this scenario assumes a 
multi-tenant property. Using the assump-
tions above, our anticipated loan for this 
scenario would be $2,318,000 – the year 
three NOI of $220,341 (remember the 
1% annual rent increases and the 10% 
vacancy loss) has a maximum annual 
debt service of $183,600 or $15,300 a 
month. We will capitalize the year 11 
NOI by 10% to determine the future 
value and again recognize both the ongo-
ing annual debt service as well as the 
loan payoff at the end of the hold period. 
The t-bar associated with this scenario is 
shown in Figure 2 (above).

Now that our cash flow model is set 
up for each scenario, we are ready to 
utilize NPV and IRR for the analysis. Be 
sure to tune in next month to see what is 
worth more – a bird in the hand or two 
in the bush.

Alec Pacella, CCIM, senior vice president at NAI 
Daus, can be reached by phone at 216.455.0925 
or by email at apacella@naidaus.com. You can 
follow him on twitter @dausyouknow or on his 
blog at http://blog.sbequitiesinc.com.
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Figure 1: As-Is

Daus, You Know?
BIG DEAL last month, Fifth Third center trans-
ferred for $53.75 million. This represents the 
largest sale, in terms of sale price, in the last 
seven years. –AP
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